The Music in Words

By Richard Sale, twice nominated by the national “O’Henry Award” as having published the best story of the year two years running.

It hard to get people interested in the music that lies within the words we use. I am writing this to attract and reinvigorate the interest of those who read fine literature, and those who find in it the beauties of the English language. I also am writing this to direct the interest of readers to the stories Pat Lang has lately been producing with amazing regularity. 
They deserve to be studied and reread.
But to begin at the beginning we have to discuss Hemingway. For most, Ernest Hemingway is supposed to be the dumbbell of American letters.  He was an American expatriate newspaperman man who suddenly and inexplicably began to write beautiful prose. He was supposed to have no intellectual antecedents and approached literature in a hairy-chested and un-intellectual way.
Rot.
Hemingway’s writing has three outstanding qualities – a sense of suggestiveness, of moving forward on different levels, and the ability to present a story in a way that is highly emotional and intensely immediate -- a story that depends on using telling, visual details. These virtues are ones that Pat shares in his stories.
Bad critics assert that Hemingway learned his lyrical style from the King James version of the Bible.  This is feeble and grotesquely inadequate.  In the late 19th century there was a great master of the lyrical novel named Knut Hamsun.  He won the Nobel Prize in 1920.  He is one of the most self-centered writers I have ever read, a quality which Pat doesn’t share, but he was Hemingway’s rabbi, and his language is lyrical to an amazing and touching degree. 
Look at some of Hamsun’s sentences: 
“I hired the blacksmith’s boat, and fished for my food.”  That doesn’t seem like much until you turn it over in your mind. Or, “Five of the rooms were crowded with guests, besides the big room where they were dancing. Maids were running about busily with glasses and wines with coffee pots of burnished copper, with cigars and pipes and dishes of fruit set out.”
Or, “There is kindness in her eyes; she runs her hand over my hair” (Think of the wonderful soft “hs,”)
Or, “Dear God, I had never known such solitude as on the first of these days. Sometimes I took a couple of coins from my pocket and chinked them together to break the solitude,” or, “It was quiet over the Earth; just a gentle sighing of the wind, and here and there the sound of birds. I feel a strange of gratitude; everything reaches towards me, blends with me, I love all things.”
Compare that with, “It was a warm spring night, and I sat at a table on the terrace of the café after Robert had gone, watching it get dark and the electric signs come on, and the red and green stop and go signal, and the crowd going by and the horse cabs clippety clopping along at the edge of the solid taxi traffic, and the poules going by, singly and in pairs, looking for the evening meal.” Or what about, “There were lighted bars and late open shops on each side of the street.”

That is Hemingway, and there is another: “We were on the top of the height of land that was the highest part of the range of wooded hills we had seen from Burguete.”
Amazing work. Hemingway’s style not only derives from Hamsun, it also derives from the English school of usage. Think of William Langland, “In the summer season, when soft was the sun,” the beginning of Piers Ploughman, a great poem. Hemingway uses the technique of outer and inner alliteration to work to produce beautiful sentences. 
Pat, who has read Hemingway but never read Hamsun, exhibits this very same quality: “The Laine family rode this rusty old bitch of a Liberty ship from Bremerhaven to New York.” (my italics) “The ship had wallowed and bucked her way through the swells and wind waves like an elephant trying to swim.” (same)
Or, what about, “It snowed on Christmas Eve...a choir of soldiers sang the midnight mass. The moon had emerged by the time the mass ended. Brilliant moonlight made ice crystals in the snow glitter like tiny jewels.”
Called “The Zubulon Pike,” the young male narrator of the story is returning from life in occupied Germany after World War II.  His family has been saddened because his “infant brother had died, tearing a wound in his parents’ hearts.” Pat wonderfully and very indirectly presents the politics, the entrenched political hatreds, the dislocation of peoples in the war’s aftermath, not directly but expertly and indirectly evoked: the wonderful way the boy becomes friends with a dog who was once the pet of a Luftwaffe pilot, family quarrels, discontents – Pat does all the cross currents in just the way a child would see them, clearly but only partially.  The impressions are clear but entirely unforced and done with beautiful craftsmanship.  
Look at this for example, “Standing on the quay in New York, he watched his father supervise the loading of the little casket into a hearse…(The ship) had carried him to a new stage in life. His childhood was ending.” You hear his stories in your head months afterwards.
Like Pat, I too was once a captive of Hemingway, but I had no idea of the ideal of lyricism that lay behind his work.  I discovered it one day in reading the prose of the German poet Rilke who simply said, “He took the cupper key out of his pocket and put in the lock, tightening it until it clicked.”  The heavens opened for me reading that line.
T.S. Eliot once said of John Donne, that ‘His mind was at the tip of his senses.” That quality indisputably makes for great prose.
Wordsworth once said that language “is thought made concrete.” Swedenborg, an 19th mystic said, "There is nothing existing in human thought, even though relating to the most mysterious element of faith that has combined with it some natural or sensuous image.” Emerson was widely read in both of these men. He once said that in good writing, “Words become one with things,” and Thoreau spoke of his own “intense appetite for visual images.” Thoreau admired Homer for his ability to find “the exact word that will exactly name and release the thing.” In one of his journals, he said, “When it snowed yesterday, very large flakes, an inch in diameter his aunt said, ‘They are picking geese.’”
Thoreau was also concerned, like Pat and Hemingway, with the suggestiveness of language. He wanted sentences that “suggested far more than what they say.”  He said that a good sentence “should have a sense of compression about it,” so that you could write a paragraph about it. Emerson felt the same, at one time, saying, “The gods of nature dislike being named directly, and added, “Everything in the world proceeds by indirection.”
 And both Emerson and Thoreau were very concerned about the power of everyday speech. They felt that the images and metaphors of everyday speech contained the source of a new, unabatable vigor for the language.

But all the truly fine short stories that I read and reread and increasingly admire, have been driven by a high sense of artistic integrity as well as the ear for the perfect word. This ethic demands personal exposure to experience. In telling the truth of one’s feelings at the moment they exist, one must live through much.  Whitman said, “The thing that has been lived through is in the secret of the literature of modern times…I suffered, I saw, I was there.” Compare that with a statement of Hemingway’s – “I found that the greatest difficulty aside from knowing what you felt, was to put down what happened in action; what the actual things were which produced the emotion experienced.” He then talks about the sequence of motion, and the fact that which made the emotion, and how hard they are to capture.  And he ended up saying this, “Waking in the night I tried to remember what it was that seemed just out of my remembering and that was the thing that I had really seen, and finally remembering all around it, I got it.  When the bullfighter stood up, his face was white and dirty and the silk of his breeches opened from the waist to the knee; it was the dirtiness of the rented breeches, the dirtiness of his slit underwear, and the clean, unbearablely clean whiteness of the thigh bone that I had seen, and it was that which was important.”
A final word. A good story doesn’t have a surprise ending.  A good story has an ending that summarizes and realizes, like a final chord of music, all the notes that went before.  The best of this can be seen in Hemingway’s “Indian Camp.”  Hemingway is not a short story writer in the class of Chekhov who is probably the greatest.  But Hemingway’s has his own magic.  He took a sentence from a Hazlitt essay, “No young man thinks he will ever die” and creates a story around it.  A young boy and his father and his uncle, who live in Michigan, go to a nearby Indian Camp where an Indian woman is having a terrible childbirth while her husband, also an Indian, lies on the lower bunk as the unendurable screams of the woman go on and on. At last the baby is delivered, and the wife “was quiet now, and her eyes were closed.” (Notice the music of ‘quiet” and “close.”)The doctor turns to the uncle a doctor delivers the baby, feels “as excited and exhilarated as football players are in the dressing room after a game.” The doctor then says, “Ought to take a look at the proud father. They’re usually the worst sufferers in these affairs. I must say he took at all pretty quietly.” But when he pulls back the blanket from the Indian’s head, his hand came away wet. “He mounted the edge of the lower bunk and with the lamp in his hand looked in. The Indian lay with his face towards the wall. He throat had been cut from ear to ear. The blood had flowed down into a pool where his body sagged in the bunk.”
It is daylight when the little boy, and his father walk back to the lake, and the two of them get into the boat.  The boy asks his father, “Why did he kill himself, daddy?” The father replied, “I don’t know He couldn’t stand things I guess.”
“Do many men kill themselves, daddy?”
“Not very many, Nick.”
“Do many women?"
“Hardly ever.”
“Don’t they ever?”
“Yes they do sometimes.”
 "Is dying hard, daddy?"
‘No, it’s pretty easy, Nick. It all depends,” 
The story ends beautifully. “In the early morning on the lake sitting in the stern of the boat with his father rowing, he felt quite sure that he would never die.”
These are the magnificent things can be done with simple words.

